SUSIE RUSSELL
FOR THE LOVE OF THE LAND
ROTI ROTI GALLERY

Throughout her life, Susie Russell has been drawn to the
serenity of nature. She has noted how deeply impacted
we are by the simple experience of spending time
outdoors, believing that we are invigorated and renewed
as the beauty of the natural world feeds the soul,
imprinting us with wonder and gratitude.
For the beauty of the earth, for its quiet joy and
restorative power, for the love of the land:
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"This is why I paint."
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DANIEL STORMONT
STORMONT ART STUDIO
SHOWPLACE GALLERY

ONE OF A KIND
HESS LIBRARY GALLERY
Initially, leaving the dark room for digital
computer printed photography in 2011 was
an extremely difficult transition for Todd
Hoover, after making photos in his darkroom
for so many years. By 2016 Hoover returned
darkroom processing to his artistic practice.

A life-long resident of Berrien County, Daniel
Stormont has only been painting and exhibiting for
the past 10 years, working in acrylics with different
styles and subjects.
Not wanting to be known as "The Tree Guy" Daniel
Stormont branched into other subject matter for his
art, often being inspired by music, conversations,
pop culture, and random thoughts.

His current work includes vintage doll heads
used in a series he calls "cute little faces."
His search for new subjects to explore and
his love of the photography process result in
an ever expanding body of work.

TODD HOOVER

WILLIAM BECKER
"Nothing I create is rote. There are no duplicates.
There are no production pieces. Each work of art
is one-of-a kind, individual and stand-alone from
my other works of art."
"Figuratively and literally, ceramics is honestly a
very hands-on and often soulful creative
experience. Of all the various media I create in it
is the most enjoyable to me as an artist.
.... The possibilities are many if not endless. "

